
Some people claim that it is acceptable to use animals in medical research for the benefit of human 
beings, while others argue that it is wrong. Discuss both views and give your opinion.

The argument over the question as tothat whether undergoing tests on animals is the best possible 
method to discover medical findings or not, has not been settled yet. Whereas using living things beings 
as a medical laboratory test could offer better protection for individuals, this phenomenon may bring a 
wide range of side effects. Ultimately, I would believe that animal testing is morally wrong.

The primary reason why a considerable number of scientists prefers to employ this approach is that 
animals have the same structure like as a human to some extent; therefore, this similarity helps to will 
have more accurate anticipate anticipation about probable consequences which may occur to human 
beings. In other words, a lot of people firmly hold this view that these advances in terms of medicine 
could not have happened unless had animal testing nothad been introduced to the medical fields. For 
instance, several successes in discovering appropriate cures for recent epidemics have been found 
thanks to these laboratories' research.

On the other hand, animals are living creatures that should have the right to live freely without suffering 
from various testings beinghaving been conducted on them to develop an effective cure by scientists. 
Furthermore, it is widely accepted that this widespread using of animals have has just worked over 
recent decades; as a consequence, humans do not have an entirely accurate insight about the possible 
consequences. Accordingly, advances have occurred in the field of technology and high tech could bring 
a proper environment to analyze medical research instead of using animals; in fact, a growing number of 
computers' programs can simulate the human body, structures, even his genes with the help of gigantic 
servers, and experts in medicine could discover cures.

In conclusion, despite many positive points in the experiments on animals like similarity in the structure 
as well as finding a number of remedies, animals have the live right to enjoy their freedom. 


